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Abstract: The paper explicates the notions of topic, contrastive topic, and focus as used in
the analysis of Hungarian. Based on distributional criteria, topic and focus are claimed to rep-
resent distinct structural positions in the left periphery of the Hungarian sentence, associated
with logical rather than discourse functions. The topic is interpreted as the logical subject
of predication. The focus is analyzed as a derived main predicate, specifying the referential
content of the set denoted by the backgrounded post-focus section of the sentence. The
exhaustivity associated with the focus, and the existential presupposition associated with the
background are shown to be properties following from their specificational predication relation.
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1. Introduction
My interpretation of the notions topic, contrastive topic, and focus re-
flects the usage of these terms in Hungarian generative grammar.1 In
Hungarian linguistics, these terms denote grammatical functions linked
to invariant structural positions and associated with invariant logical-
semantic roles.
1 See Horvath (1976); É. Kiss (1977); Szabolcsi (1981); É. Kiss (1981); Szabolcsi
(1983); Horvath (1986); Kenesei (1986); É. Kiss (1987); Kiefer–É. Kiss (1994);
Brody (1990; 1995); É. Kiss (1998; 2002); Surányi (2002); Gyuris (2003); É. Kiss
–Gyuris (2003); Maleczki (2004); Olsvay (2004); Horvath (2005); Bende-Farkas
(2006); É. Kiss (2006), etc., and for partially diﬀerent views, Szendrői (2003) and
Wedgwood (2005).
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2. Topic
An eventuality is usually described in Hungarian as a statement (a predi-
cate) about one of its participants (the topic). The topic–predicate artic-
ulation is manifested on the syntactic, prosodic, and semantic levels alike:
(1) The topic is an XP extracted from the functionally extended verb phrase into
the left periphery of the sentence. It precedes the pitch accent that marks the
left edge of the functionally extended verb phrase in Hungarian. It is interpreted
as the logical subject of predication.
On the syntactic level, the topic is an argument preposed from the maxi-
mally extended verb phrase into clause-initial position, with a trace/copy
in the vP. Sentence adverbials base-generated external to the maximal
verbal projection are not topics. Referential locative and temporal ad-
verbials, however, can be analyzed not only as sentence adverbials but
also as optional arguments binding traces in the vP, hence they can func-
tion as topics in the left periphery.
The landing site of topics is the specifier of the functional projection
TopP. In the case of multiple topicalization, the iteration of TopP is
assumed. The relative order of topics and sentence adverbials is free.2
The topic functions as the logical subject; it presents the individual
that the sentence predicates about. In a multiple topic construction, the
topicalized arguments fulfill the role of the logical subject of predication
together; it is their relation that is predicated about.
In accordance with its function, the logical subject must be a re-
ferring expression associated with an existential presupposition. Names,
definite noun phrases, and specific indefinite noun phrases (or PPs sub-
suming such a noun phrase) are all possible topics, irrespective of their
subject, object, or prepositional object status. For example:
(a)(2) Az egyik agresszív játékost ki- állították.
the one aggressive player-acc out sent-they
‘One of the aggressive players was sent out.’
2 Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007) argue that the order of topics is not free but
shows the following pattern: aboutness> contrastive> familiar. Frey (2005)
claims that sentence adverbials must follow the topic in German. The obser-
vance of these constraints perhaps yields slightly preferred options in Hungarian;
still, every permutation of the various kinds of topics and sentence adverbials in
the preverbal domain is grammatical in this language.
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(b) A csapat szállodája előtt fotóriporterek gyülekeztek.
the team’s hotel before cameramen-nom gathered
‘In front of the team’s hotel, cameramen were gathering.’
Neither universal quantifiers, nor monotone decreasing quantifiers can be
topicalized. (Nominals with a numeral modifier, or with the determiner
sok ‘many’ or legtöbb ‘most’, on the other hand, can be forced into ref-
erential readings under which they are possible topics.) Noun phrases
which are necessarily non-specific—either for syntactic reasons, having
no determiner as in (3a), or for semantic reasons, being in an intensional
context as in (3b)—are not fit for the logical subject role, either. (These
constraints are lifted in the case of contrastive topics, to be discussed in
section 3.) Cf.:
(a)(3) *Repedések látszólag keletkeztek a földrengés után.
cracks apparently formed the earthquake after
‘Cracks apparently formed after the earthquake.’
(b) *Egy amerikai milliomosra valószínűleg vár Mari.
an American millionaire-for probably waits Mary-nom
‘An American millionaire, probably Mary waits for.’
The specificity requirement associated with the Hungarian topic only
means that its referent must exist in the universe of discourse (or at
least in the speaker’s universe) independently of the event described in
the sentence; however, it need not be uniquely identifiable. Thus valaki
‘somebody’ and valami ‘something’ are also topicalizable:
(4) Valaki el- lopta a biciklimet!
somebody prt stole my bicycle
‘Somebody stole my bicycle!’
The topic of the Hungarian sentence need not be contextually given. All-
new sentences can also have a topic. For example, a large part of the
headlines in newspapers display a topic–predicate articulation:
(5) Az európai baromﬁállomány egyötöde szalmonellával fertőzött.
the European poultry one-ﬁfth-poss salmonella-with infected
‘One ﬁfth of European poultry is infected with salmonella.’
At the same time, all-new sentences can also be topicless:
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(6) Ki- zárja a szlovák kormánypártot az EP szocialista frakciója.
prt excludes the Slovak governing-party-acc the EP socialist fraction-poss
‘The socialist fraction of the EP excludes the Slovak governing party.’
3. Contrastive topic
If the topic is not only stressed but is also pronounced with a fall-rise
denoting a contrast (marked by the symbol ∨), the referentiality require-
ment associated with it is apparently lifted. Thus non-specific indefinites
and quantified noun phrases can also be contrastively topicalized.
(a)(7) ∨Repedések nem keletkeztek a földrengés után.
cracks not formed the earthquake after
‘Cracks didn’t form after the earthquake.’
(b) ∨Minden dolgozatot csak két diák írt meg határidőre.
every paper-acc only two student wrote prt deadline-by
‘All the papers were only written by two students by the deadline.’
A non-contrastive topic does not even have to be a noun phrase; it can
also be a verbal particle (8a), a predicative adjective or nominal (8b), or
even a verb (8c). V-topicalization involves copying instead of movement;
the verb is represented in Spec,TopP by an (elliptic?) infinitive phrase,
and both copies are pronounced.
(a)(8) ∨Fel liften megyek, le gyalog.
up elevator-by go-I down foot-on
‘Up I go by elevator, down I go on foot.’
(b) ∨Biciklit sokan vásároltak.
bicycle-acc many bought
‘A bicycle, many people bought.’
(c) ∨Enni evett Péter egy keveset.
eat-inf ate Peter-nom a little-acc
‘As for eating, Peter ate a little.’
In É. Kiss–Gyuris (2003) we propose an analysis that assimilates con-
trastive topics to ordinary topics as defined in (1). The proposal is based
on Szabolcsi’s (1983) idea that contrast is a means of individuation, i.e.,
non-individual-denoting expressions are understood as distinct semantic
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objects if they are contrasted. (Think of examples like Trabanttal jöt-
tem, nem autóval ‘By Trabant I came, not by car’—expressing that
the speaker considers the property ‘Trabant’ and the property ‘car’ not
to be overlapping.) Non-individual-denoting expressions individuated by
contrast denote properties which the rest of the sentence predicates a
(higher-order) property about. A quantifier functioning as a contrastive
topic denotes a property of plural individuals, and its apparent narrow
scope arises from the fact that it is considered to be a predicate over
a variable inherent in the lexical representation of the verb. In (8b),
for example, the subject of predication is the property ‘bicycle’, which
is possibly embodied by different bicycles for each of the many persons
in question.
4. Focus
The syntactic, semantic and prosodic properties of the focus of the Hun-
garian sentence are summarized in (9):
(9) The focus is an immediately preverbal constituent, expressing exhaustive identi-
ﬁcation, bearing a pitch accent.
Syntactically, the Hungarian focus is an XP occupying an invariant A-bar
position, identified by Brody (1990) as the specifier of a FocP. The finite
V, which follows the verbal particle in neutral sentences (10a), is left-
adjacent to the focus (10b), which may be due to V movement across the
particle—into the head of a Non-NeutralP according to Olsvay (2004).
FocP is subsumed by TopP.
(a)(10) [TP Össze veszett János Marival]
out fell John Mary-with
‘John fell out with Mary.’
(b) [TopP János [FocP Marival [NNP veszett [TP össze tV]]]]
‘It is stated about John that it was Mary that he fell out with.’
The functional projection harboring the focus constituent seems iterable,
with the V moving up cyclically into a position adjacent to the highest
focus:
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(11) [FocP Csak János [NNP olvasott [FocP csak egy cikket [NNP tV[TP el tV]]]]]
only John read only one paper-acc prt
‘Only John read only one paper.’
Certain types of elements, e.g., wh-phrases, phrases modified by only,
or monotone decreasing quantifiers, are obligatorily focussed. Universal
quantifiers, and phrases associated with also and even are barred from
focus position.
Spec,FocP is filled by an argument or a predicative adverbial via
movement constrained in the usual way. The focus binds a variable,
and displays a version of the Weak Crossover effect. It also licensces a
parasitic gap:
(12) Két vendégeti hívtam meg ti anélkül, hogy ismernék pg.
two guest-acc invited-I prt without-it that know-I
‘It was two guests that I invited without knowing.’
The Hungarian focus expresses exhaustive identification. Szabolcsi (1981)
describes its meaning with the formula illustrated in (13b):
(a)(13) Péter aludt a padlón.
Peter slept the floor-on
‘It was Peter who slept on the ﬂoor.’
(b) ‘for every x, x slept on the ﬂoor iﬀ x = Péter’
The universal quantifier in (13b) is to be interpreted on a relevant set.
Evidence of the [+ exhaustive] feature of focus is provided by the fact
that (13a) and (14a) cannot be simultaneously true, i.e., (13a) is not a
consequence of (14a) but contradicts it. It is the negation of (13a) that
can be coordinated with (14a):
(a)(14) Péter és Pál aludt a padlón.
Peter and Paul slept the floor-on
‘It was Peter and Paul who slept on the ﬂoor.’
(b) Nem Péter aludt a padlón, hanem Péter és Pál (aludt a padlón).
‘It wasn’t Peter who slept on the ﬂoor but it was Peter and Paul.’
Example (15) does not refute the exhaustivity of focus; its focus provides
a partially specified exhaustive list of the individuals for which the TP
holds:
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(15) Többek között Péter aludt a padlón.
among others Peter slept the floor-on
‘It was Peter, among others, who slept on the ﬂoor.’
Kenesei (1986) attributes the [+ exhaustive] feature of focus to an iota
operator, which performs identification—and thereby also exclusion—in
a restricted domain. Szabolcsi (1994) basically adopts Kenesei’s notion
of focus; however, she proposes to change the formalism in such a way
that it can also handle plurals:
(16) λzλP [z = ιx[P (x)&V y[P (y)→ y ≤ x]]]
In É. Kiss (1998) I claimed that the preverbal focus represents the value
of a focus operator operating on a set of alternatives for which the pred-
icate can potentially hold, exhaustively identifying the subset for which
the predicate actually holds. Horvath (2005) assumes an Exhaustive Iden-
tification Operator (EIOp) merged with the focus phrase. Bende-Farkas
(2006) identifies this operator semantically as a maximality operator.
In my current view, influenced by Higgins (1973) and Huber (2000),
the focus is a specificational predicate, representing the main assertion
in the sentence. It is predicated of the background, an open sentence
corresponding to the post-focus section of the clause. The focus specifies
the referential content of the set denoted by this open sentence.
This analysis predicts not only the exhaustivity associated with fo-
cus, but also the existential presupposition associated with the back-
ground. Exhaustivity is entailed by the specificational predicate role of
focus: the specification of the referential content of a set implies the
exhaustive listing of its elements. The existential presupposition of the
background follows from the fact that only the content of an existing set
can be referentially identified. Universal quantifiers are barred from focus
position because they cannot function as predicates.
This analysis also predicts the possibility of double negation in Hun-
garian: either the predicate of the open sentence corresponding to the
background, or the focus, or both can be negated:
(a)(17) János [FocP Marit [NegP nem [NNP hívta [TP meg]]]]
John Mary-acc not invited prt
‘It was Mary who John didn’t invite.’
(b) János [NegP nem [FocP Marit [NNP hívta [TP meg]]]]
‘It wasn’t Mary who John invited.’
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(c) János [NegP nem [FocP Marit [NegP nem [NNP hívta [TP meg]]]]]
‘It wasn’t Mary who John didn’t invite.’
The focus has two distinctive prosodic features: it bears a pitch accent,
and destresses the V adjacent to it. The focus following a negative particle
is cliticized to the particle. A focus may also be destressed also when
preceded by a wide-scope universal quantifier.
As is clear from the above, the Hungarian preverbal focus cannot be
identified with the carrier of new information. New information does not
have to be focussed. A constituent giving a non-exhaustive answer to a
wh-phrase usually remains in situ (18b), or is formulated as a contrastive
topic (18c):
(a)(18) Kit kérhetnénk fel a feladatra?
‘Who could we ask for the job?’
(b) Fel- kérhetnénk Pétert.
prt ask-cond-1pl Peter-acc
‘We could ask Peter.’
(c) ∨Pétert fel- kérhetnénk.
Peter-acc prt ask-cond-1pl
‘Peter, we could ask.’
In focus constructions there is a containment relation between the fo-
cus and new information. The carrier of new information can be either
smaller or larger than the focus XP, and in the former case it must be
contained in the focus XP (19b), while in the latter case it must subsume
the focus XP (20b) (Bende-Farkas 2006):
(a)(19) Melyik csapat nyerte meg a világbajnokságot?
which team won prt the world-cup
‘Which team won the world cup?’
(b) Az olasz csapat (nyerte meg a világbajnokságot).
the Italian team won prt the world-cup
‘The Italian team.’
(a)(20) Mi történt?
‘What happened?’
(b) Az olasz csapat nyerte meg a világbajnokságot.
the Italian team won prt the world-cup
‘It was the Italian team that won the world cup.’
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5. Summary
It has been argued that the topic and the focus represent two distinct,
optionally filled structural positions in the left periphery of the Hun-
garian sentence, associated with logical rather than discourse functions.
The topic functions as the logical subject of predication. Non-individual-
denoting expressions can also be made suitable for the logical subject
role if they are individuated by contrast. The focus expresses exhaustive
identification; it functions as a derived main predicate, specifying the
referential content of the set determined by the backgrounded post-focus
part of the sentence.
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